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PASQUINI’S STREET DANCE MOVIE (2010):  

AN INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH 

Ririn Nur Indah Sari 

Drs. Abdillah Nugroho, M.Hum.  

   Dr. Phil. Dewi Candraningrum, M.Ed. 

ABSTRACT 

 

RIRIN NUR INDAH SARI, A. 320 090 073 EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION 

OF CARLY IN MAX GIWA’S AND DANIA PASQUINI’S STREET DANCE 

MOVIE (2010): AN INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH.  

RESEARCH PAPER. MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY OF 

SURAKARTA. 2013. 

 This study aims to explore the emotional expression of Carly’s in Max 

Giwa and Dania Pasquini Street Dance Movie. The objective of the research is to 

analyze the movie based on its structural elements and to analyze the movie based 

on an individual psychological approach. 

The researcher applies a qualitative method. In the method, the researcher 

uses two data sources, namely primary and secondary data sources. The primary 

data sources is Street Dance movie and the secondary data sources are books or 

any information which support the researcher in analyzing this research. 

Techniques of the collection data of the study is library research. The techniques 

of the analysis data is descriptive analysis.  

Based on the analysis, the researcher draws two conclusions: first, based 

on the structural analysis of the movie, all elements form solid unity and 

connected to each other. Second, the individual psychological analysis shows that 

there is unstable emotion in human self, especially emotional expression. 

Keywords : Street Dance, Emotion, Individual Psychological Approach   
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A. Introduction 

1. Background of the Study 

Literary work has the same significance in meaning as understanding 

human’s emotion with inner-self problem. Since literature is the 

exposition of human emotion, it can be said that literary works has 

relationship to psychology. Literary works and psychology have the same 

object of the research that a human being. According to Adler in 

(Ryckman 1985:95), individual psychology is a science that attempts to 

understand the experiences and behavior of each person as an organized 

entity. He believes further that all actions are guided by a person’s 

fundamental attitudes toward life.  

In the other statements Adler in (Feist 1985:64) states that individual 

psychology insists on fundamental unity of personality. All apparent 

dichotomies and multiplicities of life are organized in one self-consistent 

totally. No definite division can be made between mind and body, 

between conscious and unconscious or between reason and emotion: All 

behavior is seen in relation to the final goal of superiority or success. 

This goal gives direction and unity to the individual.      

In Psychological theory there are many emotions. Different people 

have different emotional expression in their life. According to Atwater 

(1983:80), “an emotion is a complex state of awareness involving inner 

sensations and outer expressions that has the power to motivate us to act. 

Meanwhile, emotional expression is a relationship psychology. Literature 

and psychology have close relationship. In the following discussion 

emotional expression of Carly can give inspiration for writer to produce 

literary work.  

2. Literature Review 

As long as the writer has looked for several literature reviews in 

Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta and all around of Surakarta 

region, she has not found the research Street Dance movie done by the 
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other researcher. So, the writer cannot compare this research with other 

researcher because this is the first study of Street dance movie. 

3. Problem Statement 

a. How is Emotional Expression of Carly’s in Max Giwa and Dania 

Pasquini Street Dance Movie (2010): An Individual Psychological 

Approach? 

4. Limitation of the Study 

In this research, the researcher will focus on the analysis of the major 

character of Street Dance Movie (2010): the aspect of An Individual 

Psychological Approach. 

5. Objectives of the Study 

The objectives of the study are the following: 

1. To analyze Emotional Expression of Carly’s in Max Giwa and Dania 

Pasquini Street Dance Movie (2010) based on its Structural Element. 

2. To analyze the film especially the Emotional Expression of Carly’s in 

Max Giwa and Dania Pasquini Street Dance Movie (2010): based on 

it’s An Individual Psychological Approach developed by Feist and 

Adler. 

6. The Benefit of the Study 

The benefit excepted from this study is as follows: 

a. Theoretical Benefit 

 The result of this study is projected to give movie contribution and 

information to the larger body of knowledge, particularly in the literary 

studies. 

b. Practical Benefit 

The study is expected to enrich the knowledge and experience of the 

writer and other student at Muhammadiyah universitie of Surakarta or 

other universities interested in literary studies. 

7. Underlying Theory 

a. Notion of Individual Psychology 
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Individual psychology proposed by Alfred Adler. He said that 

individual psychology talking about human characteristic. 

Adler (Feist 1985:64) states as follows: 

Individual psychology insists on the fundamental unity of 

personality. All apparent dichotomies and multiplicities of life 

are organized in one self-consistent totality. No definite 

division can be made between conscious and unconscious, or 

between Eason and emotion. All behaviour is seen in relation 

the final goal of superiority or success. This goal gives 

direction and unity to the individual. 

b. Relationship between Literature and Psychology 

According to Wellek & Warren (1977:81), 
By psychology of literature, we may mean the psychological 

study of the writer, as type and as individual, or the study of 

the psychological types and laws present within works of 

literature, or, finally, the effects of literature upon its readers 

(audience psychology).   

c. Basic concept of Individual Psychology 

1) Inferiority Feeling and Compensation 

Inferiority according to Adler in (Hall and Lindzey 

1985:147) means feeling weak and unskilled in the face of tasks 

that need to be completed.  

2) Striving for Superiority 

Each individual is forced by drivers to be superior, 

powerfull and regarded. This is a response to the feeling of 

inferiority. By inferiority feelings, person will make some efforts 

to cover it. Person will strive to cover his or her weaknesses to be 

perfect, superior and regarded. The one dynamic force behind the 

person activity is the striving for success or superiority (Feist 

1985:68).   

3) Fictional Finalism 
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Adler (Hjelle and Ziegler 1992:154) every human life has 

fictional goal that guided them into the real life, the fictional goal 

for superiority is self determined.  

4) Style of Life 

According to Adler in (Hjelle and Ziegler 1992:144) the 

style of life encompasses and the unique pattern of traits, 

behaviors and habits which, when taken together, defines the 

flavor of a person’s existence. The style of life, originally called 

“life plan” or “guiding image” refers to unique ways in which 

people pursue their goal (Ryckman 1985:98). 

5) Social Interest 

According Adler as quated by Feist (1985:71) social 

interest can be defined as an attitude of relatedness with humanity 

in general, as well as empathy fun each member of human race. It 

manifest it self as well as cooperation with others for social 

advancement rather than for personal gain. It is part of human 

nature and some amount of it does exist in everyone.  

6) Creative Self 

Adler as quated by Hjelle and Ziegler (1992:150) states that 

creative power means the influences of heredity any environment 

to ward a person in overcoming the problem of life. This creative 

of live is responsible for the persons is life goal, and contributes to 

the development of social interest.   

d. Notion of Emotion 

According to Atwater (1983:80), “an emotion is a complex state of 

awareness involving inner sensations and outer expressions that has 

the power to motivate us to act. Plutchin in (Atwater, 1983:84-85) 

divides emotion as positive versus negative emotions. Positive 

emotions are ecstasy, acceptance, and amazement. Negative emotions 

are rage, vigilance, loathing, grief and terror.  

e. Structural Element of the Movie 
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1) Narrative Elements 

Narrative not only used in a novel but sometime a film used it to 

make closer the audience about the film. Narrative elements consist 

of character and characterizations, setting, plot, points of view, and 

theme.   

2) Technical Elements 

According to Bordwell and Thompson (1990:126) technical 

elements movie consists of casting, Mise-en-Scene, 

cinematography, sound, and editing. 

B. Research Method 

1. Type of the Study 

In this researcher applies Qualitative research. The data sources are 

literary and literary data.  

2. Object of the Study 

 The object of the study Street Dance by Max Giwa and Dania 

Pasquini was produced (movie) in 2010 by London 

3. Type of the Data and the Data Sources 

There are two types of data, namely primary and secondary data, as 

follows: 

a. Primary Data Source 

The primary data source is the movie of Street Dance by Max Giwa 

and Dania Pasquini produced by London. 

b. Secondary Data Source 

The secondary data sources are books or any information related to 

the practice of emotional expression that supports an individual 

psychological approach. 

4. Techniques of the Collection Data 

  The technique of data collection in this study is the library 

research. Some steps of collection data are : 

a. Watching the movie repeatedly 

b. Reading the movie script  
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c. Determining the character that will be analyzed 

d. Taking notes of important parts both primary and secondary data 

e. Arranging the data into several group based on its theoretical 

category 

f. Selecting particular parts considered important and relevant for 

analysis. 

g. Drawing conclusion and formulate its pedagogical suggestion 

5. Techniques of the Analysis Data 

  The techniques in analyzing the data is descriptive analysis, in which 

the data collected, described, and the analyzed. The writer applies a 

psychological approach.  

C. Research Finding and Disscusion 

In this research finding, the researcher determines some points to analyze 

Street Dance movie (2010). 

1. Structural Analysis of Street Dance Movie (2010). 

a. Narrative Elements 

1) Character and characterization 

In this movie, there are major character and minor character as 

follows 

a) Major Character 

(1) Carly 

 
Physically, Carly is a pretty girl, she has middle aged 

woman, short, white skin, brown and wavy hair, pointed nose, 

and wide eyes. 

Mentally, she is smart, power, and wise. She has many 

ways to solve problems. She is wise in making decisions 

though initially difficult for her to be a leader. 
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Morally, she is honest, kind, responsible, and trustworthy. 

Socially, she is a good leader, friendly and congenial. She 

really loves her crew.  
Aaron  : “Carly” 

Carly  : “ Aaron, are you alright?” Are you on? 

Aaron   :“we’re up next.You been cool,yeah?” I heard         

there was a bust up with Jay? 

Carly  : No, we’re just having time out. 

Aaron  : is this your new crew? 

Carly  :“ it’s a long story. 

Aaron   :“ Hang around and tell me later. We’ll get a drink or  

   something? 

Carly  : “ I will do, Good luck. 

Aaron  : “Right,see you later.”  

        (Street Dance Script disc 2 TL, 00:35:45) 

 

b) Minor Character 

(1) Fred 

 
Fred is a male, acted by Frank Harper. He is boss Carly 

in cafe. He has worked a boss in cafe. Physically, he has 

white skin, flat nose, brown eyes, and shaped lips. He also 

looks like a strong figure, relaxed, and in control. 

Mentally, he has smart, clever, and wise. Morally, he is 

honest, funny, responsible, and trustworthy. He always open 

and say truth to the refugees concerning to their condition. 

Socially, he is friendly and congenial. 
Fred  :Bill for your little party last night. 

Carly  :You what? 

Fred :You wanna keep your job? This ain't a drop-in-

centre, for you and your mates. 
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Carly  :We only had a few Kit-kats. 

Fred  :And? 

Carly  : I need every penny.I've got for dance space. 

Fred  :And? 

Carly  :Well, why don't you sponsor us? 

Fred :Now, that is funny. Right, off your butt, twinkle toes. 

Eddie's late, so... ...you deliver these and I'll think 

about letting your off the bill. With a smile, Carly. 

With a smile. That's better. 

   (street dance script disc 1 TL. 00:10:34) 

 

2) Setting 

a. Setting of Place 

In Street Dance movie London is the capital city of street 

dance. Most of the scenes in the street dance movie are taken 

place in London. 

b. Setting of Time 

The setting of time Street Dance movie is set about early 

twentieth one century, specifically in 2010. It can be seen from 

the Max Giwa and Dania Pasquini manuscript on May 19, 

2010. 

3) Plot 

a. The Beginning 

In Street Dance movie directed by Max Giwa and Dania 

Pasquini, the story begins when Carly and Jay 2-0 crew is 

carry out audition in UK street dance championship. 

b. The Complication 

In the middle shows the complication when Carly and Jay 

2-0 crew not has rehearsal space and Carly must teaaching 

five students from ballet school. five students from ballet 

school not friendly with Carly crew. Carly had to teach the 

best ballet dancer Helena street dance.  

c. The End 
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The ending of the story is giving the problem solving all 

events. Eventually all personnel are at breaking point the 

leader is Carly can do well even better than the appearance of 

the surge so that the breaking point is expressed as a street 

dance contest winner this year. 

4) Point of view 

Point of view in this movie not have narrator. 

5) Theme 

The writer can also find structural element of the movie enables the 

readers to understand the message or the theme of the stiry. Theme in 

Street Dance movie is “success can be achieved with a strong 

intention and effort ”.  

b. Technical Elements 

1) Casting 

The great casting reflects on choosing the strong, optimist, 

and clever character. It can be seen the characters Nichola Burley 

acted by Carly. So, Max Giwa and Dania pasquini believes that 

Nichola Burley can play him role in this character, and in this 

movie, the choosing of actors and actress is compatible with the 

needed of this story.  

2) Mise-en-Scene 

a) Set Dressing and Prop 

Properties used by major characters (Carly) like shirt, 

shoes, earrings, glasses, telephone, watch, bracelet, hat, 

jacket, bag, bike, apron, and ring.  

b) Costume and Make-Up  

Street Dance movie as was distributed in 2010 in London. 

As a costume designer “Andrew Cox “ creates formal and 

non formal costume in the movie. formal costumes are like 

juri clothes, and lecturer. While, non formal costumes are 

wear shirt, jeans, jacket, and sweater.    
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       Formal Costume   Non formal Custome 

c) Lighting 

(1) Quality 

Street Dance movie uses the dark and bright lighting. 

The bright relates to the shot which occurs in the day light. 

The dark lighting is shown in front of build Helena and 

Carly look a ballet. The bright lighting is shown in practice 

dance between crew and Carly.   

(2) Direction   

It refers to the path of light from its source to the object 

light. We can distinguish among frontal lighting, side 

lighting, back lighting, and top lighting. 

(a) Frontal Lighting  

Most of movies use frontal lighting. In Street 

Dance movie, frontal lighting can be seen by the 

shadow of the actress. The frontal lighting can be 

illustrated Carly and Helena talk about room in ballet 

school because Carly interesting that room for practice 

dance. 

(b) Side lighting  

One of the scenes used side lighting is when Carly 

and Jay talk Jay want out from jay 2-0 and focuses in 

school and work. 

(c) Back Lighting 
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This kind of lighting can be used to distinguish the 

object and its background. Back lighting is used when 

the Crew practice dance in room school ballet.  

(d) Under and Top Lighting 

Two kinds of these lightings are used to insist the 

actress from every angle of scene in the darkness. 

These lightings can be seen in the scene when madame 

Fluerie looks Carly and Shawna dancer in the office her 

school ballet 

(e)  Fill Lighting 

This lighting is to fill the darkness in the action. 

It is placed to contrast the angle of the subject.  Fill 

lighting in shows when Carly comes to Helena school 

ballet. From the situation, the subject seems to be 

contrast with the environment.   

(3) Source 

The source of lighting in the Street Dance movie uses 

sun and lamp. It can be seen in the Apartment Tomas and 

school ballet in the day light which lighted by the sun from 

the window, while in at the night is lighted by lamp. 

(4) Color  

 The color of lighting helps the texture in part of 

brightness on surface while lighting is presented. The color 

of lighting in the Street Dance movie is black and yellow. 

The black color of lighting is shown on the color of moon. 

While, the yellow color of lighting is shown on the color of 

sun and lamp 

3) Cinematography 

There are some categories of angle; there are straight on angle, 

high angle and low angle. This movie uses all of the categories. 

a) Photographic Qualities of the Shot. 
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Street Dance has photographic style of the movie. This 

more uses high key lighting, soft lighting, and more 

emphasizes on color. Can see high lighting when taking the 

pictures in the day and in the out side room. The color tend to 

be red, and brown when situation in this movie at evening, 

night, and in the room. Light lamp of Tomas apartment is 

brown rather than yellow, so when in the Tomas apartment, 

we can see soft lighting. A photographic quality is in this 

movie very propositional to condition in modern era. 

b) Framing of the Shot. 

The most important things in framing of shot are camera 

angle and camera distance. Both of them determine the position 

of image. There are three types of camera angle: straight on 

angle, high angle, and low angle. Camera distance consists of 

the Extreme Long Shot, The Long Shot, The Medium Long 

Shot, The Medium Shot, The Medium Close Up, The Close Up, 

and The Extreme Close Up. 

c) Duration of the Shot 

Max Giwa and Dania Pasquini also considers about the 

duration of movie, so this movie can be enjoyed by the viewers. 

Street Dance movie has duration 1 hour 38 minutes or 98 

minutes.  

4) Sound 

Movie maker uses vocal sound which is most important of 

sound from the movie. There are many dialogues found there. To 

support the movie, the movie maker uses effect of sound too. The 

music background in the Street Dance movie used modern music. 

5) Editing 

(Bordwell and Thompson, 1990:218) state that in continuity 

editing. The purpose of continuity editing is to smooth over. The 
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inherent discontinuity of the editing is process can be developed into 

several parts:  

1) Axis of Action 

2) Establishing Shot 

3) A Reserve Shot 

4) Reestablishing Shot  

5) Match on Action 

6) Cross Cutting       

2. Individual Psychological Analysis 

a. Inferiority Feeling and Compensation 

First, Carly feels unsatisfied life. After Jay as ex leader of Jay 2-0 

go out from this crew. Jay gives Carly to accustomed crew. She feels 

cannot be a great leader. Her friends cannot trust to Carly to be a great 

leader. This situation makes her so frustrated. 

Second, Carly is unsatisfied in love. Suddenly her boyfriend 

treason and leave Carly. Jay cannot call, he really goes. She is considered 

as distraction in Jay life.    

Last, Carly feels unhappy cannot have rehearsal dance in place 

healthy and safety. Carly cannot be a great leader according to her 

friends. She did not book the rehearsal space.  

The inferiority above makes Carly does some compensation 

including overcompensation because of superiority complex. She shows 

her frustration about the problem, it is so complicated with acts.  

b. Striving for Success or Superiority 

Striving for superiority can be found in many ways. Firstly, she 

strives for keeping the reputation Jay 2-0 after leader Jay has gone. Carly 

makes new crew with same members.  

The second striving of superiority occurs when Carly strives and 

makes money in shopping center to rent place. She meets Helena one of 

the teacher in ballet school. Helena can rent room if she looks Carly and 

crew does a great dance.  
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c. Fictionalism Finalism 

The final goal that is reflected on major character, Carly, in Street 

Dance movie is when Carly suggests to her crew Breaking Point that if 

they want the winner UK championship. Ballet can not to ally with street 

dance but to do something different and mix it all up.  

Carly fictional finalism is her dream to be the winner UK 

champion with new crew and greatness undressing the Surge.  

d. Style of Life 

The researcher concludes that Carly style of life includes the social 

useful type. Because she efforts to devote herself to society. 

e. Social Interest 

There are social interest of Carly. She gets bad relation with the 

Surge. They are rivals for to be winner in final UK champion, because 

Jay is a member the Surge.  

Second social interest of Carly is she has many relations with other 

famous names because she is professional dancer so it can help in her 

efforts.  

f. Creative Self 

The researcher finds the creative self of major character Street 

Dance movie. Creative self is seen in the end of the movie, when Carly 

and crew Breaking Point to be the winner in UK championships and 

defeat the Surge. Carly gets advice from Tomas to create new 

choreography combines ballet dance styles and street dance. Finally the 

choreography of Carly is beautiful.  

D. Conclusion and Suggestion 

1. Conclusion  

Based on the analysis in the previous chapters, the researcher 

would like to draw the conclusion as follows: 

First, based on the structural analysis of the movie, all elements 

form solid unity and connected tp each other.  
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Second, based on individual psychology analysis, this movie 

represents Max Giwa and Dania Pasquini wants to shows that there is 

unstable emotion in human self especially emotional expression.  

2. Suggestion 

In analyzing Street Dance movie by Max Giwa and Dania Pasquini 

the researcher applies individual psychological theory to describe the 

mental condition of major character to get her desire. Street Dance is an 

interesting movie directed Max Giwa and Dania Pasquini. It describes 

to achieve success not easy, but need a strong intention and effort. By 

this movie, the viewers find moral messages from the major character. 

Such as hard effort, be patient, and solidarity, to get the better future. 

After analyzing this movie and drawing the conclusion, the 

researcher realizes that the study is far from perfect because of her 

limited knowledge on literature. Therefore, the researcher hopes that 

this research can be useful to the other researchers as the reflection or 

consideration in conducting another research about Street Dance movie 

by using another approach such as sociological approach because this 

movie there is basic sociological approach. 
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